We create clarity,
out of the chaos of digital noise.

Alto-Analytics.com

$65 million
additional net income earned by a
typical Fortune 500 increasing data
accessibility 10%

60% increase
in operating margin by retailers who leveraged the full power of big data

Alto Data Analytics helps people make
sense out of big data.
We deliver real-time knowledge from large
and complex datasets and from any data
source - private or public, structured or
unstructured.
Our leading analytics platform and services
combine technology and human expertise to
help public, private and non-profit
organizations around the world achieve
clear and actionable insights every day.

Simple
and powerful.
Alto has created simple and powerful real-time tools
to filter and sift big data from large and complex
datasets and from any data source: private or public,
structured or unstructured.

HIGH TECH

INTUITIVE

MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS

Cloud-based proprietary
back-end infrastructure.
High scalability and
adaptability to multiple
data domains for the
ingestion, indexing and
management of large
data sets of any type and
from any digital source.

Clear and easy-to-use
graphic interface that is
search centric. Users
work intuitively with
complex data, delivering
clear and actionable
insights faster for their
organization.

Advanced technology and
expert analysis combine
to provide solutions that
help organizations around
the world leverage the
power of big data and
advanced analytics to
create value.

Our Products
& Services

Successful organizations require continuous
feedback and useful insights.
The information organizations need is available
across a huge variety of Internet sources and
enterprise channels. It is often scattered across
disconnected systems, where it rapidly grows,
changes format and becomes increasingly
difficult to reach and analyze every day.
Alto Analyzer and Alto Insights solve this
problem by helping organizations use big data
and connecting our clients to the information
they need to make data-driven decisions to
empower all areas of their business.

Our highly scalable
cloud-based software
platform makes it easy
to search, analyze and
understand multiple,
complex datasets in
real-time.

Our team of expert data
scientists take your
research and analysis to
the next level with
advanced analytics and
impactful data
visualization.

Our cloud-based technology, designed to make it easy for our
clients to search across a huge variety of data sources – emails,
enterprise data, web forums, social networks, news articles,
presentations and multimedia feeds.
Our technical team integrates and maps all relevant source
information, regardless of type or volume, into a single, coherent
model. The diverse text blocks, hyperlinks, proper names,
references and identifiers are harvested into the Alto Analyzer
platform, where they are transformed into a network of precisely
defined nodes with unique properties and relationships.
Users search based on free text keywords and a wide array
filtering options. They can work with multiple data sources at
once, identify most active trends, visualize relationships and data
distribution from various angles, discover unknown connections
and subtle sentiments, bring out hidden patterns, and share
insights and custom reports with their colleagues from any laptop,
tablet or smartphone.

Meet our expert team of data analysts, including data scientists,
sociologists, journalists, market researchers and business
intelligence analysts.
Alto Insights is where the best technology and the best human
know-how come together. Our team of big data analysts has
expertise in sophisticated and complex analysis methodologies,
such as Advanced Network Topology Analysis (SNA-NTA), issue
mapping, visual narratives and advanced image analysis, Natural
Language Processing (NLP) and other leading digital and big data
analytical methodologies.
We perform in-depth analysis on every dataset and prepare
personalized reports for every client to illustrate and provide
complete clarity on key findings and discoveries. We take great
care in including visualizations, adapted to each project, that help
to make each data insight easy to understand and communicate to
others.

Our
Solutions

Our products and services provide data analysis solutions to
public, private, and non-profit organizations across
industries. We also work with clients to create custom
solutions to meet unique challenges.

SOCIAL MEDIA &
NEWS ANALYTICS

CYBER SECURITY &
INCIDENT RESPONSE

COMMUNICATIONS
MANAGEMENT

SOCIAL DEBATE, PUBLIC
OPINION & ISSUE MAPPING

Get real-time access to millions of
online media sources.

Detect cyber security threats and
technology incidents in real-time.

Identify key influencers, pinpoint
messaging to the right groups and
sub-groups, and keep track of KPIs
in real-time.

Identify key influencers,
understand controversies, and
watch public reaction to debates
unfold in real-time.

ADVERTISING, SPONSORSHIP
& CAMPAIGN ANALYTICS

MARKET TREND &
COMPETITOR ANALYSIS

CRISIS RESPONSE

TWITTER & FACEBOOK CAMPAIGN
OPTIMIZATION & TRACKING

Identify key influencers and fine-tune
marketing efforts for maximum ROI.

Stay on top of the latest market trends
and competitor activities.

BRAND REPUTATION ANALYSIS

M&A & LEGAL INTELLIGENCE

CONSUMER INSIGHTS

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS

Know what customers are saying and
feeling about brands across multiple
platforms in real-time.

Gather background information about
key individuals, uncover hidden
information, and complete due diligence
faster.

See what customers are saying
anywhere in the world about a
product or campaign in real-time.

We design data solutions to help
organizations across industries
solve problems faster.

Identify problems faster and coordinate
response efforts with more confidence.

Know how Twitter and Facebook ads
are performing in real-time.

Talk
to us

We work with organizations around the world and support our
clients from a growing number of regional offices.

NORTH AMERICA

AMERICAS

79 Madison Ave
New York, NY, 10016

Av. Brigadeiro Faria Lima, 1461
01452-002 - Sao Paulo
T/ +55 11 98353-8671
info@Alto-Analytics.com

info@alto-analytics.com

EUROPE
Avenida de Europa, 24
Alcobendas, Madrid 28108, Spain
T/ +34 91 546 6054
info@Alto-Analytics.com

For media inquiries email us at
media@Alto-Analytics.com

